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Finally, Chen Qi was the first to react, feeling very comfortable, he laughed at Yue Feng
and said, “Haha… OK, brother, I didn’t expect the medicine you dispensed to be very
effective, it’s really a wonderful rejuvenation. !”
Yue Feng smiled: “You are polite!” Phew
… At this moment, Ge Zhenhong was completely awake, and he let out a long sigh of
relief.
, I was pleasantly surprised to find that the injury of the heart vessel did not seem to be
that serious.
At this time, Ge Zhenhong didn’t know that it was Yue Feng who prepared medicine for
him when he was in a coma just now.
“Boss!”
Seeing his expression, Chen Qi showed a smile, raised his hand and pointed at Yue
Feng: “The healing medicine was not found, but this brother just prepared the
medicine… This brother seems to be ordinary, I didn’t expect to be very good at
medicine!”
Huh?
Hearing this, Ge Zhenhong’s face was full of disbelief, looking up and down at Yue
Feng, unable to express his surprise.
He is very clear about his injury. After all, he has injured his heart and must have a
panacea to heal. This kid actually prepared a random medicine to get himself out of the
dangerous period.
Incredible.
Thinking of this, Ge Zhenhong nodded at Yue Feng and said, “Thank you, little brother,
for your help. Little brother is very skilled in medicine. It’s really admirable.”
When he said this, Ge Zhenhong’s tone was full of compliments and admiration. Cold
and arrogant. Attitude is a complete change of heaven and earth.
Hehe…

In the face of Ge Zhenhong’s gratitude, Yue Feng smiled slightly and said very humbly,
“Boss Ge is very polite, I only have a rough understanding of medical skills.”
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In this Ziwei Continent, no one knows Shennong at all, and it is useless to say it, it is
better to keep a low profile.
He…
At this moment, Su Lin’er, who had been standing not far away, was trembling, and
looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, she was also full of shock.
Isn’t he a gambler? He had never heard of anyone saying that he was good at medicine
before, but he just made a simple medicine and saved the boss of this gang of thieves.
Could it be that…the rumors I heard about him before were all fake?
call!
At the same time, seeing Ge Zhenhong’s polite face towards Yue Feng, completely lost
his previous ruthlessness, Liu He, who was not far away, also had complicated
expressions, and couldn’t help but muttered in his heart.
This… what’s the situation?
This waste Yue Yang, just fiddling with a few herbs, really saved this Ge Zhenhong? Is
he blind, or does he really have the ability?
No, he’s just a gambler, how can he know any medical skills, he must be blind… It must
be the case.
Thinking of this, Liu He was very upset, and couldn’t help but muttered: “Mad, this waste
is really lucky, just fiddling with a few herbs, it really saved people…” The
voice was not loud, but Ge Zhenhong But heard clearly.
Swish!
In an instant, Ge Zhenhong’s face turned gloomy, and he couldn’t tell the fire in his
heart, so he instructed Chen Qi: “Chen Qi, let that arrogant boy be honest.”
Mad, a bunch of rich scoundrels, dare to despise so much His own savior was simply
courting death.
“Yes.”

Chen Qi responded, walked over quickly, and scolded Liu He, “Are you looking for
death, my boss is talking to my benefactor, it’s your turn to make irresponsible remarks
here?” The voice fell, and Chen Qi grabbed it Live Liu He’s hair!
“Crack!” The
next second, Chen Qi raised his hand and slapped Liu He’s face fiercely!
With this slap, Chen Qi almost used all his strength, and when he heard Liu He’s
squeak, the nosebleed spewed out and fell down.
Liu He couldn’t tell the grievance and panic: “I…I didn’t say anything?”
Liu He grimaced, this slap was too unfair, who knew that Ge Zhenhong’s ears were so
smart, and he was so quiet. can hear.
“Ma De!”
Chen Qi’s face was fierce, and he threatened Liu He: “I don’t care who you are, this
Yueyang brother just saved our boss, he is our villain, who of you dares to say that he is
half a child, Laozi Abolish you!” With
that, Chen Qi turned his head to look at Yue Feng, his face flattering: “Brother Yue
Yang, these guys seem to look down on you, so let me vent your anger, how do you
deal with them!”
Chapter 4872 It’s
over!
Seeing this situation, Liu He’s heart trembled, and he looked at Yue Yang as if asking
for help.
This kid Yue Yang, shouldn’t fall into the trap, right?
At this moment, Yue Feng smiled at Chen Qi with an indifferent expression: “You can
see the disposal.” Speaking of which, he was already very disgusted with Liu He. will
not block.
call!
Hearing this, Chen Qi nodded knowingly, and then slapped Liu He’s face again, roaring:
“Ma De, just because he is a rich family boy, he looks down on Brother Yueyang, right?
I look at it the most. I’m not used to people like you, I will beat you to death!”

While scolding, Chen Qi pointed to a few wealthy disciples next to him: “There are a few
more, hit me hard.”
Bang Bang Bang. …
The voice fell, and the dozen or so big men around didn’t say a word, they rushed over,
and they punched and kicked Liu He and a few other rich kids.
“You heroes… ah… spare your life, spare your life.” Liu He is usually spoiled, but he
has just joined Tianlongmen and hasn’t learned his skills yet, so can he stand up to
this? At that time, he was beaten and rolled on the ground, crying non-stop.
“Forgive your life…”
“Stop hitting, ah… I didn’t say anything!”
“Don’t hit the hero…”
Several other wealthy children also screamed incessantly.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, Su Lin’er and Liu Ying were both terrified, leaning against each other
and shivering.
They are all delicate eldest ladies, and when they saw this scene for the first time, they
were all very frightened.
I don’t know how long it took, but seeing that Liu He was almost killed, Chen Qi
stopped.
At this time, Liu He had a blue nose and a swollen face, and wanted to cry but had no
tears.
Mad, what’s going on today, I was beaten for offering money, and I was beaten for
speaking in a low voice. This is a shame!
Haha…
Seeing Liu He’s appearance, Yue Feng couldn’t be more happy. This idiot, because he
was the young master of the Liu family, used his power to bully people everywhere. He
deserved to be taught a lesson by Ge Zhenhong’s men today!
In addition to being happy, Yue Feng also kept calm. At this time, he couldn’t help but
said to Ge Zhenhong: “Boss Ge, look… your injury is not a serious problem, why don’t
you let us go…”

When he said this, Yue Feng’s face was polite, but there was complexity in his eyes.
After walking in the rivers and lakes for so many years, Yue Feng is well aware of the
sinister truth of human hearts. Although he saved Ge Zhenhong just now, the other
party is the notorious Jiang Yang thief after all, so the sooner he leaves, the better.
When the words fell, Liu He, Su Liner and Liu Ying all looked forward to it.
“Let’s go?”
Ge Zhenhong was stunned for a moment, then he said with a smile, “Brother Yueyang,
you saved my life, we can be considered fate, why did we just leave like this? And it’s
getting late, I think so , let’s find a place to stay and wait until tomorrow morning before
you leave.” The
voice was not loud, but it was unquestionable.
Uh…
Hearing this, Yue Feng squeezed a smile on his face and nodded, but his heart was full
of bitterness.
Ma De, I’m really afraid of what’s coming. Ge Zhenhong won’t let anyone go, so he can’t
force him to leave.
Forget it, let’s do it by chance.
“Chen Qi!”
At this time, Ge Zhenhong instructed Chen Qi: “It’s cold by the lake at night, take
everyone to find a place to rest.”
“Yes, boss!” Chen Qi responded, and hurriedly greeted the big men around, urging Liu
He and everyone looked around.
After a while, a lot of natural caves were discovered under a cliff not far from the lake,
one of which was large enough for everyone to rest together.
“Just here!”
At this time, Ge Zhenhong pointed to the largest cave and smiled at Yue Feng:
“Everyone will rest here tonight, Brother Yue Yang, I still need to practice and reply, you
can do it yourself, in the future It’s my own, don’t be restrained!”
After speaking, Ge Zhenhong ordered Chen Qi: “Chen Qi, enjoy a few drinks with
Brother Yueyang in a while, but you can’t be neglected.”

After the order, Ge Zhenhong went to the cave next door and began to practice. Reply.
Although Yue Feng helped him with the injury to his heart before, his body was still a
little weak and he needed to practice to recover.
Chapter 4873
“Don’t worry, boss!” Chen Qi responded to Ge Zhenhong’s back.
Immediately, Chen Qi held Yue Feng’s shoulder with a smile: “Brother Yue Yang, you
saved the boss’s life, and you are also our benefactor. Today we must not get drunk
and drink to the fullest.” As
he said, Chen Qina He took out the jug he had brought with him, pulled Yue Feng to sit
in front of the bonfire, and at the same time ordered a few big men to get some game
back.
Huh…
Yue Feng was so anxious in his heart, but at this time he was also calm, sitting there
and drinking hard with Chen Qi.
After a while, a few big men beat back a few hares and roasted them on the bonfire,
and the fragrance soon overflowed.
“Brother Yueyang!”
At this time, Chen Qi bit down a piece of hare leg meat, ate it beautifully, and said to
Yue Feng vaguely: “I really hit it off with you, but… tonight only wine and meat are left.
No, it’s great to have beautiful women to accompany, hehe, there are three beauties
here, one is more than the other, let them accompany the bar, hahaha…”
As he said, Chen Qi’s eyes were constantly on Su, who was not far away. Lin Er looked
at the three of them.
What the hell!
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s heart jumped, and he subconsciously wanted to stop it, but it
was too late.
“Come.”
At this time, Chen Qi raised his finger and pointed at Su Lin’er and Zhang Yueqi: “Just
the two of them, hehe, one is cold and charming, the other is Shuxian and shy, and the
two beauties have their own merits, haha…”
Shuh!

Hearing this, whether it was Zhang Yueqi and Su Liner, or Liu He and others, they were
all shocked and furious.
These scumbags are too daring to ask Zhang Yueqi to accompany him as a drink. You
must know that Zhang Yueqi is a female disciple of Tianlongmen, a famous and
authentic one. If you want her to accompany a group of Jiangyang thieves, how will you
meet people in the future?
Zhang Yueqi’s face flushed even more, staring at Chen Qi coldly with fire in her eyes.
This bastard, who had to search his body before, almost ruined his reputation, and now
he wants to accompany himself to drink, and he is famous and authentic, when has he
suffered such humiliation?
Su Lin’er next to her was also trembling, biting her lip. In addition to being frightened,
she was also extremely nervous.
How to do?
These are all bad people who do all kinds of evil. They can do anything. Now they have
to accompany the wine, and they may have to do something later…
“Go, bring the two beauties here!”
At this moment, Chen Qi gave an order with a smile. , a few big men immediately
walked over to bring Zhang Yueqi and Su Liner over by force.
“Wait a minute!”
At this critical moment, Yue Feng put down his wine glass and smiled at Chen Qi:
“Brother Chen Qi, to be honest, this Zhang Yueqi is actually my sister, so don’t let her
accompany the wine. “
Speaking, Yue Feng smiled at Zhang Yueqi and said, “Little sister, hurry up, call good
brother to listen, or Brother Chen Qi thinks I lied to him.”
Wow!
As soon as these words came out, there was an uproar around, and Liu He and others
were stunned, looking at Yue Feng in shock and anger.
Mad, this piece of shit is crazy!
Just now, she just saved that Ge Zhenhong by mistake, so she thought she was proud
of herself, and even said that Zhang Yueqi was her sister? Don’t be afraid of Zhang
Yueqi’s reckoning after the fact.

At this moment, Zhang Yueqi’s beautiful face suddenly flushed red, and she was very
angry.
This Yueyang is really a nonsense.
Zhang Yueqi is not stupid, she knows that Yue Feng is actually protecting herself by
doing this. However, in front of so many people, how did the name come out?
Su Lin’er on the side was also shy and angry. This Yue Yang was too rambunctious. He
had just met Zhang Yueqi, and he didn’t even know him well, so he said in public that
she was his sister…
“Little sister!”
Seeing Zhang Yueqi hesitating , Yue Feng urged with a smile: “Why are you standing
still? Shout out, call your brother, are you still shy?”
Hearing this, Zhang Yueqi knew that she couldn’t stop shouting, so she bit her lip and
shouted softly. “Okay…good brother!”
“Well, really good!” Yue Feng was overjoyed and waved his hand.
What?
Seeing this scene, Liu He and others were completely dumbfounded.
Especially Liu He, his heart is even more complicated. You must know that Zhang Yueqi
is his senior sister, but now he actually calls Yue Yang a good waste brother…
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Mad, isn’t this changing the law to take advantage of me?
For a while, Liu He was very annoyed, and because Chen Qi was present, he didn’t
dare to attack, so he could only stare at Yue Feng from a distance.
Haha..
At this moment, Chen Qi reacted and patted Yue Feng on the shoulder with a big laugh:
“Oh, it turns out to be my own, no wonder the Yue Yang brothers would come forward
when I searched my body before, it really is a brother-sister relationship. Deep! Well,
since she’s your sister, forget it, you don’t need her to accompany the drink!”
After speaking, Chen Qi’s eyes fell directly on Su Lin’er, with unabated interest: “I
thought that good things would come in pairs, forget it. , let this beauty come over.”

Shuh!
When the words fell, Su Liner’s delicate body trembled, and she couldn’t be nervous. At
the same time, she also looked at Yue Feng.
At this time, Su Lin’er would never have imagined that one day she would also rely on
this titular husband-in-law.
“Tsk tsk!”
Feeling Su Lin’er’s nervousness, Chen Qi became even more interested and
said with a smile: “It’s so gentle and shy, it’s really sexy and charming.” With that, Chen
Qi stood up and was about to go over to pull Su Lin’er.
“Brother Chen Qi.” However, at this moment, Yue Feng quickly stood up, stood in front
of Su Liner, and said
with a smile, “That…this one can’t accompany the wine.”
Getting married is just to celebrate happiness, not a real husband and wife, but Yue
Feng also knows in his heart that Su Liner is a gentle and kind girl, how can she watch
her being humiliated?
“Why?” Chen Qi frowned, a little unhappy.
Zhang Yueqi is his sister, and she has already given in. Could this Su Liner have
something to do with him?
Feeling Chen Qi’s displeasure, Yue Feng did not panic at all, and smiled slightly at the
time: “She is my wife, brother Chen Qi, please give me some face.”
Lady?
Hearing this, Chen Qi was very suspicious and turned his head to look at Su Lin’er: “Is
what Brother Yueyang said true? You…are you really her lady?”
Facing Chen Qi’s straightforward question, Su Lin’er’s beautiful face turned red all of a
sudden, how charming and charming she was.
Um!
In the next second, Su Liner bit her lip and replied softly.

To be honest, although Su Liner married Yue Feng, she never regarded him as her
husband in her heart. At this time, she was a little conflicted when she admitted that she
was Yue Feng’s wife.
But Su Liner is also a smart woman. She knows that Yue Feng is protecting herself. If
she denies it, she will not only accompany the drinker, but her innocence will also be
humiliated.
In this case, Su Liner could only admit it.
At this moment, Chen Qi was speechless, he waved his hand and motioned Su Liner to
go away.
Seeing this, Yue Feng quickly took Su Liner’s hand: “Liner, you are tired, go to the side
to rest first.” After saying that, he took Su Liner to rest on the stone on the side.
Chen Qi didn’t stop him, but he was very annoyed.
Mad!
Is it so hard to find a beautiful girl to accompany you tonight?
Thinking to himself, Chen Qi glanced at Liu Ying, and said to Yue Feng in a speechless
manner: “Brother Yue Yang, the first two are your wife, the other is your little sister, the
rest has nothing to do with you. Right?”
While talking, Chen Qi looked at Liu Ying.
Swish!
In an instant, she felt Chen Qi’s wolf-like gaze, Liu Ying’s body trembled, and she was
so frightened that she could barely stand.
Yue Feng and Su Lin’er sat on the stone together, and responded with a smile: “This
has nothing to do with me. Brother Chen Qi can drink whatever he wants, please do.”
To
be honest, Yue Feng couldn’t bear to be humiliated by Liu Ying, but There is no way, I
have interrupted Chen Qi twice just now, if I stop it again this time, I am afraid that Chen
Qi will turn his face.
Moreover, Liu Ying is Liu He’s younger sister, and her personality is also a bit arrogant
and domineering, so let’s take this opportunity to teach her a lesson.
Haha…

Hearing this, Chen Qi laughed and shouted: “Come, bring me this little beauty.”
At this time, Chen Qi was in a better mood again.
This little beauty finally has nothing to do with Yue Yang, no scruples, and can finally let
go.
“Brother!”
Seeing the two big men walking towards her, Liu Ying’s legs were weak, and she almost
cried, she hurriedly asked Liu He for help: “Save me…”
Chapter 4875
Seeing this situation, Liu He wiped the sweat on his forehead, and quickly pleaded with
Chen Qi: “Brother Chen Qi, don’t do this, she… she is my sister, please raise your
hand.. .”
“Go to your code.” Just halfway through, Chen Qi scolded : “Shao special code has
something to do with me, who is your big brother?
“
He didn’t dare to retort, he nodded again and again: “I can’t speak, good man, please let
my sister go, she is still young and can’t drink at all.”
Chen Qixie laughed: “Can’t drink? Then Pour me a drink, no problem.”
After saying that, he walked over quickly and grabbed Liu Ying’s wrist.
“Good man!” Liu He was in a hurry all of a sudden, and was about to come over to stop
him, but was stopped by a few big men, punching and kicking, and lying on the ground.
Chen Qi’s face was gloomy and cold: “Ma De, disturb Lao Tzu’s interest and beat me
hard.”
“Wrong, I was wrong…” Liu He had been beaten before, and now he was facing a few
big men. A punch, unable to bear it at all, blood dripping from his face.
“Please!”
Seeing this situation, Liu Ying was also terrified, but she still shouted: “Don’t hit my
brother, don’t…”

Chen Qi sneered: “If you don’t want your brother to become a waste, then Obediently
listen to me, come and pour the wine!” After speaking, he sat down in front of the
bonfire.
Liu Ying’s delicate body trembled, and she was very reluctant, but seeing her brother’s
tragic condition, she walked over slowly.
Haha…
At this moment, Chen Qi admired Liu Ying up close, and the more he looked, the more
excited he became. This little beauty is not very old, but she looks slim, especially her
charming curves, which are really tempting.
Excited, Chen Qi stretched out his hand and hooked Liu Ying’s chin, his eyes narrowed
slightly: “Come on, little beauty, pour a drink for Lao Tzu!”
Liu Ying did not dare to disobey, and carefully poured Chen Qi a drink.
Haha….
Seeing her so obedient, Chen Qi couldn’t say how proud she was.
Seeing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly. Speaking of which, I was really relieved to see
Liu He being taught a lesson, but seeing Chen Qi getting more and more excessive,
Yue Feng couldn’t stand it any longer.
No, I can’t waste it here, I have to find a way to save everyone from leaving.
While thinking about it, Yue Feng couldn’t help but glance at the cave where Ge
Zhenhong was practicing. Now it’s just Chen Qi, which makes everyone panic. When
Ge Zhenhong regains his strength, he is afraid of everyone’s fate, it will be even
worse…
” Yue Yang!”
At this moment, Su Lin’er, who was sitting next to him, couldn’t stand it anymore, and
couldn’t help but whispered, “You can find a way to save Liu Ying.”
Yue Feng smiled and whispered . He comforted: “Don’t worry, she will be fine.”
Saying so, Yue Feng was also secretly anxious, Mad, if it wasn’t for his divine power
being imprisoned, how could these guys be so arrogant? Head-to-head is not the best
policy, you need to use your brain.
Got it!

In the next second, Yue Feng had a flash of inspiration and thought of something, and
smiled at Chen Qi: “Brother Chen Qi, I won’t bother you with beautiful women. It’s still
early, I’ll go get some herbs, To help Boss Ge fully recover.”
When he said this, Yue Feng smiled, but there was a hint of cunning in his eyes.
Yes, Yue Feng lied to Chen Qi.
He didn’t plan to find herbal medicine at all, but planned to make some ecstasy powder
to stun Chen Qi and the others, and then rescue Su Liner and Liu He.
“Haha!”
Chen Qi didn’t know what Yue Feng was thinking. Hearing this, he smiled and nodded
again and again: “Okay, okay, Brother Yueyang is really caring, I thank you for the
boss!”
Chen Qichong said, A few big men next to him instructed: “Follow Brother Yueyang,
those in the wilderness, don’t encounter wild animals, and you can take care of them
when the time comes.”
Chen Qi seems reckless, but his heart is like a fine hair. Worried that Yue Feng would
sneak away, he deliberately sent someone to follow him.
Yue Feng has been in the rivers and lakes for a long time, how can he not know Chen
Qi’s mind, and he didn’t break it at the time.
Soon, Yue Feng and a few big men entered the woods not far away, looking for herbs.
And this side of the cave.
Accompanied by Liu Ying, Chen Qi drank a lot of wine, and soon became a little drunk,
and he became a lot more courageous while drinking.
“Little beauty!”
At this moment, Chen Qi smiled evilly and grabbed Liu Ying’s wrist: “Go, accompany me
to rest.”
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“I…”

At this time, Liu Ying’s face flushed red, and she shook her head and said, “I don’t
want…”
At the same time, not far away, Liu He, His face was also full of anxiety, and he couldn’t
help shouting: “Hey man, please spare my little sister, she has already drank with you,
so you can let her go.”
At this time, Liu He was very angry in his heart.
After all, he is also the eldest young master of the Liu family. He has always only bullied
others. When have you ever suffered from this kind of anger? Especially the little sister,
she is still young and does not know the dangers of the rivers and lakes. If she is defiled
by Chen Qi today, how will she live in the future?
“Ma De!”
Hearing the shouting, Chen Qi suddenly became angry, pulled out his long knife,
pointed at Liu He and shouted: “I think you can’t cry without seeing the coffin, you just
beat it lightly, I can see her , it’s her blessing, if you dare to say a word again, I will let
you see the sun tomorrow.”
Feeling Chen Qi’s ferocity, Liu He’s heart trembled, and he was too scared to speak at
that time, but he still watched closely. Looking at Liu Ying, her eyes were full of anxiety.
Liu Ying was also terrified, her delicate body kept shaking, and she could hardly stand
up.
“Little beauty!” At this moment, Chen Qi leaned up, raised Liu Ying’s chin, and said with
a
half-smile, “If you don’t want your eldest brother to be hacked to death, just listen to
me.”
Liu Ying, walked towards the depths of the cave.
At this time, Liu Ying was full of despair. Although she was young, only eighteen or
nineteen years old, she had not experienced anything between men and women, but
she also guessed what would happen next, and tears kept streaming down her face.
“Little sister!”
Seeing this scene, Liu He exclaimed anxiously, his heart twisted like a knife…
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Soon, Chen Qi took Liu Ying to a corner deep in the cave and began to be dishonest.

“Tsk tsk…”
Chen Qi put down the long knife in his hand, sniffed slightly in front of Liu Ying, and his
face was intoxicated: “I have been desperate for so many years, this is the first time I
have encountered such a beautiful beauty, don’t say, this is The young lady of a big
family is full of fragrance.”
Liu Ying was afraid and resisted, bit her lip tightly, and said timidly: “You… what are you
doing?”
“What do you think?” Chen Qi smiled evilly on his face , grabbed Liu Ying’s wrist.
“You…” Liu Ying was anxious and angry, and she didn’t know where the courage came
from: “Don’t touch me.” She was about to break free from Chen Qi’s hand.
Mad!
Seeing her struggling, Chen Qi was very annoyed, and his face turned hideous in an
instant: “Don’t be so shameless, it’s your honor to serve me, and if you chatter again,
believe it or not, I will kill you.”
Hearing this , Liu Ying’s heart trembled.
Snapped!
It was at this time that Chen Qi sneered, suddenly raised his hand, and touched Liu
Ying’s acupuncture point.
In an instant, Liu Ying’s body trembled and she couldn’t move. Before he could react, he
saw Chen Qi took out a small medicine bottle, poured out a pill from it, and stuffed it
directly into Liu Ying’s mouth.
“You…”
At this moment, Liu Ying panicked completely, and her voice trembled: “What did you
give me to eat?”
Chen Qi hehe: “Don’t panic, this is a good thing, wait for the drug to take effect. , I will
take you to feel the taste of immortality and death, hehe…”
As a robber from Jiangyang, Chen Qi has done many evil things, especially bullying
women, so he always has a pill that makes women lose their resistance.
He thought about it and used a strong tone, which caused Liu Ying to cry. It would be
better to take medicine. When the pills attack, this little beauty will let go of her restraint
and save a lot of trouble…

“You!”
Although Chen Qi said It was very obscure, but Liu Ying was not an idiot. She
immediately heard that what she was eating was not a good thing, and immediately
became embarrassed and angry: “Kill me, I would rather die than let you succeed!”
“Hehe! Chen Qi’s face was full of pride: “It would be a pity to kill such a beautiful little
beauty. I am a person who loves fragrance and jade.”
After speaking, Chen Qi lay on the side, quietly staring at Liu Ying’s body’s medicinal
power attack.
Done!
At this moment, Liu Ying was completely desperate. If he was defiled by him, he might
as well die. It’s just that the acupuncture point was tapped, and he couldn’t move at all.
Chapter 4877
At this moment, the other side.
Accompanied by a few big men, Yue Feng quickly found all the medicinal materials. Not
only that, but Yue Feng also accidentally discovered a few stalks of the sword plum
grass. He was very excited at the time, so he quickly collected it.
Soon, returning to the cave, Yue Feng set up a porcelain jar on the bonfire and began to
brew the medicine.
Huh….
A few big men stood around, all of them looked incomparably admirable.
Afterwards, one of the big men couldn’t help but asked Yue Feng, “Brother Yue Yang,
what kind of medicine did you make for Boss Ge just now? It’s really amazing.” The
voice fell, and several companions also spoke.
“Yeah, Boss Ge’s heart was injured, and he was cured in such a short period of time.
It’s incredible.”
“Brother Yue Yang, it’s really a reincarnation of a genius doctor.”
Hearing the inquiries of several big men, Yue Feng made a statement. With a humble
look, he smiled and said: “The elder brothers Liao Zan, how can I be a genius doctor?
It’s just that I met an expert in the rivers and lakes before and received some advice.”

Hearing this, several big men are all one face stunned.
Then one of them asked again, “Then what is Brother Yue Yang making now? Is it the
same medicine from before?”
“This is not!”
Yue Feng’s eyes flickered, with a serious look: “I see all the heroes, one by one. I am
very tired from running around, so I will make some medicines to strengthen my body
first, and after everyone drinks it, my spirit will be better, and I will make medicines for
Boss Ge alone.”
When he said this, Yue Feng had a face on his face. He was polite, but there was a
slyness in his eyes.
Yes, what he brewed was not a ‘strengthening’ drug at all, but a coma drug. It is called
ecstasy soup, as the name suggests, as long as you drink it, you will be unconscious.
Wow…
Hearing this, several big men were overjoyed and couldn’t help but applaud.
“Brother Yueyang is really thoughtful!”
“It turns out that this medicine was specially prepared for us. I really want to thank
Brother Yueyang. Why don’t you like this? Let’s go with us tomorrow, Brother Ge, to go
through the rivers and lakes with Boss Ge.”
“Yes, yes, Brother Yue Yang is so skilled in medicine, Boss Ge will definitely not treat
you badly.”
At this time, these big men didn’t know that they were all deceived by Yue Feng.
Huh….
Seeing this situation, Liu He, who was tied not far away, as well as Su Liner and Zhang
Yueqi, were all shocked and angry, and looked at Yue Feng in shock and anger.
Especially Liu He, who was about to explode with anger.
Ma De, this Yue Yang is really not a thing, just got to know each other, and became one
with the gang of Jiang Yang thieves.
Thinking to himself, Liu He said to Su Lin’er, “Cousin, you see, this waste is nothing at
all. Those wicked people just praised him a few words, and he can’t find Bei, and even
wants to join them!”

Su Liner didn’t respond, bit her lip tightly, feeling complicated.
Although he married Yue Yang, it was just for the sake of happiness, and there was no
real relationship between husband and wife, but he was also the son-in-law of the Su
family.
At this time, the bonfire is here.
Facing the invitations of several big men, Yue Feng smiled slightly: “Thank you for your
kindness, eldest brothers, I don’t have the strength to hold the chicken, and I’m afraid of
dragging my feet when I join you. I’ll put this matter on hold for now, and I’ll make
medicine for you. “
While talking, Yue Feng boiled the medicine seriously.
After a while, the medicine was successfully brewed, and Yue Feng divided it into
several points and handed it to the big men present: “Everyone, this medicine can only
be effective if you drink it while it’s hot, so don’t be polite.”
Wow!
Hearing this, all the big men present hurriedly gathered around, each brought a bowl,
and hurriedly drank it.
Speaking of which, these people have been wandering around the world all the year
round, and one is better than the other. If it is normal, they would never trust Yue Feng
so much, but just now Ge Zhenhong drank the medicine made by Yue Feng, and it is
obviously much better. This is obvious to all, so everyone Without the slightest doubt.
Haha, it worked!
Seeing these big men drink the medicine, Yue Feng showed a smile, and his heart was
indescribably excited.
Nima, it’s really not easy to deceive this gang of Jiang Yang robbers.
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Mad!
Seeing this scene, Liu He was so angry that Yue Yang, the bastard, really cooked
medicine for these wicked people in order to please them.
Really like a pug.

Zhang Yueqi was also in a hurry, what happened to this Yue Yang? Knowing that this
group of people are not good people, and giving them medicine, isn’t this just a joke?
Just when Zhang Yueqi was anxious, the next scene made them stunned!
Putong putong….
I saw that the big men just took the medicine, and they stood unsteadily one by one,
and then fell to the ground and passed out.
Papa…
At this time, Yue Feng clapped his hands, looking relieved: “It’s finally done!”
Seeing this scene, Zhang Yueqi, Liu He and the others were all blank.
This….what’s the situation?
“You…”
Finally, Su Liner was the first to react, and she couldn’t help but said softly, “Didn’t you
make medicine for them to help them recover? Why did they all fall? Could it be… ..you
just said helping them, it’s all fake?”
“Silly lady!” Yue Feng nodded with a smile: “I have such a sense of justice, how can I
help the wicked and help them heal their wounds
?
” At this, Su Lin’er breathed a deep sigh of relief and smiled.
As expected, he was right, he was deliberately trying to please these wicked people. I
almost misunderstood him just now.
At the same time, Zhang Yueqi also looked relieved, and when she saw Yue Feng’s
eyes, she showed some appreciation. Liu He next to him was full of disdain.
This waste will play this despicable method, what is there to show off?
“Okay!”
Thinking to himself, Liu He chuckled and shouted at Yue Feng, “I can’t see that you are
still doing this shit, Ma De, just now this young master thought you were going to join
forces with them. Saying that, Liu He couldn’t hide his arrogance: “
Hey, what are you still doing? Hurry up and untie us.”

In front of Chen Qi’s group, Liu He was cowardly like a dog, but in front of Yue Feng, he
thought he was an identity. Noble, began to be invincible again.
A fool!
Seeing Liu He’s aloof appearance, Yue Feng scolded secretly and didn’t bother to pay
attention.
At that time, Yue Feng didn’t even look at him, walked over delicately, and untied the
rope for Zhang Yueqi and Su Liner’s two daughters first.
As for Liu He and a few rich children, Yue Feng didn’t even look at them.
“Let’s go.”
At this moment, Yue Feng said to Su Lin’er and Zhang Yueqi: “That Ge Zhenhong is
practicing in the cave next door. Before he knows the situation here, you should leave
here quickly.”
Zhang Yueqi nodded: ” Good!”
After saying that, he was about to take Su Lin’er away.
However, at this moment, Liu He became angry and couldn’t help shouting: “Ma De,
what do you mean, Yue Yang? Didn’t you see that this young master was still tied?”
Hehe…
Yue Feng sneered and looked back. At him: “you are tied, what’s the matter with me?”
Madd, Liu He, this idiot, tried his best to humiliate me before, but now that he is in
trouble, he thinks of me?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng continued: “You are the eldest young master of the Liu
family, and your family is rich. When these wicked people wake up, if you give them
more money, maybe they will let you go.”
You……
Liu He His face flushed, he was so angry at the time, but he had nothing to refute. At
the same time, he was also panicked. These villains, one by one, were more vicious
than each other. When they woke up and couldn’t see Yue Yang and the others, they
would definitely take their anger out.
I said before that I wanted to give money, and I was beaten so badly, how dare I ask for
the money.

“Yue Yang!”
At this moment, Su Lin’er couldn’t stand it anymore, and said softly to Yue Feng: “Yue
Feng, save them, if these people wake up and see us all running away, they will
definitely kill them. I took them.”
Yue Feng smiled and didn’t respond.
Speaking of which, Su Liner was kind-hearted, and Yue Feng couldn’t bear to refuse,
but thinking of what Liu He had done before, she was full of anger.
Mad!
Seeing this, Liu He was completely angry, and shouted at Su Lin’er: “Cousin, don’t beg
this waste, Mad, he is a villain and won’t deserve you to beg him.”
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“Cousin ..” Su Liner stomped her feet in a hurry: “Just say less!”
Haha..
Seeing this, Yue Feng laughed lightly, looked at Su Liner and said, “Madam, it’s not I
didn’t save him, and you saw it, he didn’t care about me going to save him.”
After saying this, Yue Feng was about to turn around and leave.
Su Liner couldn’t do it, so she quickly grabbed Yue Feng’s sleeve: “Yue Yang, save
them, I beg you…” To
be honest, Su Liner knew very well that Liu He was arrogant and arrogant. It was his
own fault to end up like this, but no matter what, he was also his own cousin, so he
couldn’t just watch it.
“Yue Yang!”
At this time, Zhang Yueqi, who had been silent by the side, couldn’t help but say, “Save
Liu He and the others!” Originally, Zhang Yueqi could do it herself, but before she and
Chen Qi Everyone fought, was injured, and was very weak at this time.
call!
Seeing Zhang Yueqi also interceding, Yue Feng took a deep breath and thought quietly.
The next second, Yue Feng showed a smile and looked up at Su Liner: “Miss, you want
me to save Liu He, that’s fine, but I have a condition!”

Yue Feng’s eyes made Su Liner a little embarrassed , bit his lip lightly, and said in a low
voice, “What conditions…”
“We’ve been married for two days, but I’ve never heard you call me husband, so if you
call me a good husband, I’ll let them go. A few.” Yue Feng said with a cheeky smile.
“Shuh!”
Hearing this, Su Lin’er’s beautiful face suddenly blushed. Although he married Yue
Yang, he never recognized him as his husband-in-law, but now, he wants to call him
Xianggong in public…
Made!
At the same time, Liu He’s expression changed, and he glared at Yue Feng and said
coldly: “With your virtue, do you also want to be your cousin’s husband? Don’t forget
that when your uncle recruited you as his son-in-law, he just wanted to celebrate your
cousin. , are you serious? It’s the toad who wants to eat swan meat.”
When he said this, Liu He’s face was full of contempt.
He and Su Liner were childhood sweethearts, how could he let a waste take advantage
of her?
Mad, this Liu He is really like a mad dog.
Hearing the abuse, Yue Feng was very annoyed, but he ignored it and looked at Su
Liner with a smile.
Ugh!
Seeing Su Liner biting her lip and hesitating, Yue Feng looked disappointed and sighed,
“Forget it, it seems that I’m really unworthy.”
Then, he turned around and left!
“Don’t go.”
Su Liner was in a hurry, she quickly pulled Yue Feng’s sleeve, bit her lip lightly, and
called out, “Okay…Good husband! Save my cousin…”
Saying At those few words, Su Lin’er’s beautiful face instantly lowered, and she was
extremely blushing.
Good husband!

Hearing these three words and shouting them out from Su Lin’er’s mouth, Yue Feng
only felt that the bones all over his body were going to be crisp, and he was
unspeakably happy.
This Miss Su family is really sweet.
With emotion in his heart, Yue Feng nodded with a smile: “Since the lady has spoken,
then I will show kindness!”
After speaking, Yue Feng walked slowly to Liu He, and said slowly: “Master Liu, I am
watching The lady’s face is willing to help you, but you have to show an attitude!”
“What do you mean?” Liu He’s face was gloomy.
Yue Feng said with a smile: “Apologize to me for my previous behavior, and be sincere!”
“Ma De!” Liu He was suddenly angry, and he scolded: “Yue Yang, don’t be too
aggressive!”
Yue Feng said this How dare you let your dignified young master of the Liu family
apologize to him?
Go crazy.
“Do I have to make an inch?”
Yue Feng’s face sank, and he said coldly: “Don’t forget, who rescued your sister when
she was bitten by a poisonous snake before, and who dealt with these wicked people
just now, without me, what would happen next? , you know better than me!”
After saying that, Yue Feng glanced at the big man around him: “The medicine I brewed
only lasts for half an hour, and they will wake up after half an hour, and you can decide
what the consequences will be. “
Boom!
Hearing this, Liu He’s heart suddenly burst, thinking of the ferocity of Chen Qi and these
people, he couldn’t help swallowing saliva.
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For a time, the more Liu He thought about it, the more afraid he became. At that time,
he no longer hesitated, and hurriedly said to Yue Feng: “That… Yue Yang, I was wrong
before, I was wrong, you are a lot, don’t care about me, beg Let me go.” To

be honest, to apologize to a waste gambler, Liu He was ten thousand reluctant, but
there was no way, those villains woke up in a while, not only that, the next cave, that Ge
Zhenhong was still there practice.
In order to save his life, Liu He had to choose to compromise. However, when he bowed
his head and apologized, Liu He’s expression was extremely cold.
Mad, Yueyang, you waste, wait for me!
“Yue Yang, please!”
“Yes, we were wrong before…”
“Let’s untie us.”
At the same time, several rich children next to him also pleaded with Yue Feng, but
none The previous arrogant attitude.
Haha…
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng smiled, and immediately released Liu He and a few
people, and then urged Zhang Yueqi and Su Liner to leave.
“That’s right!”
At this moment, Liu He suddenly thought of something and sweated profusely: “My
sister, my sister is still in that Chen Qi’s hand!” Anxious, Liu He was about to rush into
the cave , but after a few steps, he stopped.
That Chen Qi is ruthless, and when he really fights, he is not an opponent.
Swish!
At the same time, Su Liner and Zhang Yueqi also changed their expressions. At this
moment, they all thought that Liu Ying was taken into the depths of the cave by Chen Qi
just now, and it has been a while now. ..
But in anxiety, everyone, like Liu He, did not have the courage to go back and save
people.
“Yue Yang!”
At this moment, Zhang Yueqi bit her lip and said to Yue Feng, “How about you go back
to rescue Liu He’s sister, we will return to Yinlong Town as soon as possible to find
rescuers!”

Seriously, she knew this It was a bit too much, but after going through what happened
just now, Zhang Yueqi knew very well that this Yue Yang seemed to be useless, but he
was hidden. Among all the people present, he was the only one who could save Liu
Ying.
Uh….
Hearing this, Yue Feng was very speechless: “How can I have such great ability?”
At this time, Su Lin’er couldn’t help but say: “Yue Yang, please help, you The idea is the
most, there must be a way.” For some reason, after today’s events, she also felt that the
Yue Yang in front of her was not as wasteful as others said.
“Okay!”
Seeing that Su Liner also spoke, Yue Feng was embarrassed to refuse, so he nodded.
Speaking of which, he didn’t have a good impression of the Liu He brothers and sisters,
but Liu Ying was still very young and reasonable. , can not sit idly by.
“Thank you!”
Seeing Yue Feng’s answer, Zhang Yueqi was very happy: “Don’t worry, we will bring
the rescuers back as soon as possible.” After that, she greeted Su Lin’er, Liu He and
others to leave quickly.
call!
Watching them go away, Yue Feng took a deep breath and began to deploy.
First, he dragged the unconscious big men to the vicinity of the bonfire, and then Yue
Feng moved some stones from the surrounding area and set them up according to the
rules.
Yes, Yue Feng decided to form a stone formation to trap Chen Qi. You must know that
among Ge Zhenhong’s men, Chen Qi is the strongest and the most shrewd. He must
have doubts if he rashly invites him to drink medicine soup. It’s safer to get a trap.
Soon, the stone formation was ready, Yue Feng wiped the sweat on his forehead,
turned around and entered the cave.
“Brother Chen Qi?”
Entering the cave, Yue Feng shouted as he walked inside: “Brother Chen Qi, it’s not
good, something happened!”
Mad…

At this time, Chen Qi was lying down There, waiting happily for the drug in Liu Ying’s
body to break out, she suddenly heard a shout, and she was suddenly a little unhappy.
What happened to the Yueyang brothers? Don’t know if I’m resting? It’s so out of sight.
Thinking to himself, Chen Qi still endured the anger and walked out, and said lightly:
“What’s the matter, so anxious!”
“Brother Chen Qi!”
Seeing Chen Qi coming out of the shadow inside, Yue Feng made a Anxious look: “It’s
not good, someone came just now, injured all the brothers, and rescued Liu He and the
others!”

